In a Markovian framework, we consider the problem of finding the minimal initial value of a controlled process allowing to reach a stochastic target with a given level of expected loss. This question arises typically in approximate hedging problems. The solution to this problem has been characterised by Bouchard, Elie and Touzi in [7] and is known to solve an Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDE with discontinuous operator. In this paper, we prove a comparison theorem for the corresponding PDE by showing first that it can be rewritten using a continuous operator, in some cases. As an application, we then study the quantile hedging price of Bermudan options in the non-linear case, pursuing the study initiated in [3] .
values in respectively p0, 8q d and R and initial conditions pt, xq P r0, T sˆp0, 8q d and pt, x, yq P r0, T sˆp0, 8q dˆR . The process Y t,x,y,ν is controlled by ν, a square integrable and progressively measurable process valued in R d . We are interested in the problem of finding the minimal initial value of a controlled process that allows to reach a target with a given level of expected loss, i.e.
vpt, x, pq :" inf # y P R`s. with p P I Ď R, a real-valued non-decreasing function and G a real-valued function such that for x P p0, 8q d , y Þ Ñ Gpx, yq is non-decreasing and y Þ Ñ ˝Gpx, yq is rightcontinuous. Here, I is an interval given by the closed convex hull of the image of ˝G, namely I :" conv` ˝G`p0, 8q dˆR`˘˘. Problem (1.1) is coined stochastic target problem with controlled loss by Bouchard, Elie and Touzi in [7] who considered a non-linear Markovian formulation in a Brownian diffusion setting. Moreau in [18] and Bouchard, Elie and Reveillac in [6] extended their results considering respectively jump diffusions and a non-Markovian setting. This problem arises when optimal management decisions are based on some risk criterion given by the loss function . The latter belongs to the class of approximate hedging problems.
To obtain a PDE characterisation of v, Bouchard, Elie and Touzi in [7] first transformed the above problem into a stochastic target one in the P-a.s. sense. To do so, they introduced an additional controlled state variable P α P I a.s. coming from the use of the martingale representation theorem. This reformulation allows then to use the geometric dynamic programming approach introduced by Soner and Touzi [20, 21] for a European constraint and by Bouchard and Vu in [9] for an obstacle constraint. However the additional controlled process in the increased state is unbounded leading to singular stochastic target problems and the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, derived from the dynamic programming principle, involves a discontinuous operator.
The aim of this paper is to prove a comparison theorem for the PDE solved by v, opening the way to direct numerical methods to compute v. For example, one could build a convergent numerical scheme by adapting the generalised finite difference scheme defined by Bokanowski, Bruder, Maroso and Zidani in [1] . This method has to be compared to the dual algorithm proposed in [3] , involving the computation of Fenchel transforms. We are indeed able to prove the comparison theorem under a setting involving a semi-linear dynamics for Y and for unconstrained controls ν. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such a result is obtained in this non-linear setting. This answers a question raised in [5, Section 4] (preprint version of [6] ). One key step is performed by using a renormalisation argument (see Section 3.1) to obtain a new continuous operator, in the spirit of [10] . However the new operator has a non-linearity in front of the time derivative. We therefore rely, as e.g. in [16] , on a strict super-solution argument to prove that a comparison result holds (see Section 3.2 and Section 3.3).
To the best of our knowledge no comparison theorem has been proved so far for the PDE solved by v in the case where the controls ν belong to a constrained set. This case corresponds to a constraint imposed on the gradients of the solution. This interesting problem is left for further research. Let us mention however, that using some approximation argument, Bouchard and Vu [8] are able to obtain a convergent numerical procedure to compute the value function v at its continuity point, see also [4] .
In Section 4, we use our comparison result to characterise the quantile hedging price of Bermudan options in a non-linear setting, pursuing the study initiated in [3] . Quantile hedging problems have been introduced by Föllmer and Leukert (see [15] ) for European-type claims and later studied by [7, 3, 17] amongst other. Precisely, we consider the problem of a trader who wants to find a hedging strategy ν and an initial endowment y such that his hedging portfolio Y t,x,y,ν stays above a claim of the form gp¨, X t,ẍ q over a set of deterministic dates with a given probability. Here X t,x models the evolution of some risky assets, assuming that their value is x at time t. The conservative case would be to ensure that the insurer meets a risk target over time almost surely. This is especially true in a Solvency II world where the risk should be monitored over time. However this constraint is too restrictive and we want to keep a flexible framework to allow for reasonable opportunities to make profits and this even with a limited available capital. Thus we weaken the constraint and express it in probability. In practice, the solvency constraint comes from an outside party, a minimal requirement for a fund manager, or the willingness to avoid a huge dis-utility. As usual in the Bermudan setting, the difficulty comes from the iteration over the time intervals of the characterisation obtained in the European case. In our case, the timeboundary condition on each interval is the most problematic issue since it involves a "facelift" phenomenon. Its full characterisation is obtained by using the continuity of the value function on the previous time interval, which comes from the application of the comparison theorem.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our framework for the study of stochastic target problems with controlled loss. In Section 3, we prove the comparison theorem. First, we obtain a new PDE characterisation for the value function involving a continuous operator. Then, we use a strict super-solution argument to obtain the comparison result. Finally, in Section 4, we study the quantile hedging price of a Bermudan option in our non-linear setting.
Notations. Let d ě 1 be an integer. Any vector x of R d is seen as a column vector. We denote by |x| the norm 1 of x, by }x} its norm 2 and by x J its transpose. The notation M d denotes the set of d-dimensional square matrices and S d is the subset of elements of M d that are symmetric. We set M J the transpose of M P M d , while TrrMs is its trace. We respectively denote by 1 and I the d-dimensional unit column vector and the dˆd-dimensional unit matrix. Let ψ : pt, x, pq P r0, T sˆR dˆR Þ Ñ ψpt, x, pq. If it is smooth enough, we denote by B t ψ its derivative with respect to t and by Dψ its Jacobian matrix with respect to the space variables whose rows are given by D x ψ and D p ψ, i.e. the derivative with respect to x and p. The Hessian matrix with respect to the space variables is D 2 ψ whose elements are given by D xx ψ, D pp ψ, D xp ψ, D px ψ, i.e. the second derivative with respect to x and p and the cross derivatives. For a given function f P R d , f´1 stands for its inverse. Moreover, for a given function f P R, convpf q is the closed convex envelope of f .
Given 
Problem statement
In the sequel we work with a finite time horizon T ą 0. Let Ω be the space of R d -valued continuous functions pω t q tďT on r0, T s, d ě 1, endowed with the Wiener measure P. We denote by W the coordinate mapping, i.e. pW pωq t q tďT for ω P Ω so that W is a d-dimensional Brownian motion on the canonical filtered probability space pΩ, F, F, Pq.
In the latter F is the Borel tribe of Ω and F :" tF t , 0 ď t ď T u is the P-augmentation of the filtration generated by W . Let U be the collection of R d -valued progressively measurable processes in L 2 pr0, T sˆΩq. For t P r0, T s, px, yq P O dˆR and ν P U the processes X t,x and Y t,x,y,ν are defined as the solution to the following stochastic differential equations (SDE)
We assume that X t,x takes its value in O d when the initial condition x is in O d . Moreover the process Y t,x,y,ν is valued in R. To guarantee that the above processes are well defined, we shall use throughout the paper the following standing assumption. Standing Assumption
for some Lipschitz constant L ą 0.
The functions µ
3. The function σ is invertible and
The function µ, σ and σ´1 are bounded by a constant Λ ą 0.
Finally, we shall sometimes use the following monotonicity assumption.
Assumption 2.0.1 (Drift monotonicity). The function y Þ Ñ µ Y p¨, y,¨q is increasing.
Remark 2.1. It is well known that, in our context, settingỸ t :" e λt Y t , t P r0, T s, we obtain that the drift ofỸ satisfies Assumption 2.0.1 when (2.1) is in force and provided that λ is big enough.
To ease the notations, we will thus simply assume later in the proof of the comparison principle that Assumption 2.0.1 is in force. This is made clear in Remark 3.3 below.
Then we denote by U t,x,y the subset of U for which the process Y t,x,y,ν ě 0 on rt, T s.
Remark 2.2. In a financial setting the process X t,x is an underlying process representing the price of some risky assets while the process Y t,x,y,ν is the wealth process where the control ν i stands for the amount invested in assets i. In our setting two typical examples of µ Y satisfy (2.1): (i) The usual case of linear pricing, where there is a risk premium ζpxq :" σ´1pxqpµpxqŕ 1q with r a risk-free interest rate and µ Y px, y, υq :" ζ J pxqσpxqυ.
(ii) A case of non-linear pricing, coming from a market imperfection when there are two non-negative rates R (the borrowing rate) and r (the lending rate) with R ą r [14,
where ζ stands for the risk premium.
Now let : R Ñ R be a non-decreasing function and G : R d`1 Þ Ñ R be a measurable map such that for any x P O d , y Þ Ñ Gpx, yq is non-decreasing and y Þ Ñ ˝Gpx, yq is right-continuous. We also assume that I :" conv` ˝G`O dˆR`˘˘, the closed convex hull of the image of ˝G, is a compact interval of R. In our application below, it is clear that -up to a proper rescaling of the function -one can consider that I " r0, 1s and we shall work under this setting from now on. For pt, x, pq P r0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s, we then define the stochastic target problem with controlled loss as vpt, x, pq :" inf
Assumption 2.0.2. We assume that there exists a constant β ą 0 such that
Remark 2.3. Since, for all p P r0, 1s, 0 ď vp¨, pq ď vp¨, 1q the previous assumption implies the condition (2.3) holds true for v on r0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s.
We assume that ˝G´X
T¯i s square integrable for all initial conditions and for all ν P U t,x,y . Bouchard, Elie and Touzi proved in [7] that, in that case, (2.2) can be reduced to vpt, x, pq " inf
where for p P r0, 1s, A t,p is the set of R d -valued F-progressively measurable and square integrable processes α such that
As a consequence the problem reduction implies to work with an unbounded set of controls whatever the set of controls U is and then to deal with a discontinuous HamiltonJacobi-Bellman operator. The latter makes the proof of a comparison result difficult. The aim of this paper is thus to provide a comparison principle in the above framework (see Section 3). We will use this result to provide a full PDE characterisation of the quantile hedging price of a Bermudan option in our non-linear framework (see Section 4).
A comparison principle
In this section we prove a comparison principle for the PDE satisfied by the value function given in (2.2). As observed in [5, Section 4] (preprint version of [6] ), this is not straightforward as this PDE is naturally obtained using a discontinuous operator, see equations (3.1)-(3.2) below. In a first step, we are able to show that any solution to this PDE can be characterised by a PDE involving a continuous operator. However this operator is non-standard as it involves a non-linearity in the time-derivative. Nevertheless, using a strict super-solution approach, we manage to prove a comparison theorem for this new PDE (and thus the original one).
Alternative PDE characterisation inside the domain
Let us start with some definitions. For pt, x, yq P r0, T sˆO dˆR`, q :"˜q 
where N px, y,:" tpυ, aq P R dˆRd : υ J σpxq :" q Jσ px, aqu andσpx, aq :"˜σ X pxq a J¸, and where we recall the notations
Let us observe that as σ is invertible the previous expression can be simplified as υ is then a function of the variable a. We thus introduce
whereμ Y pt, x, y, q, aq :" µ Y pt, x, y, pq Jσ px, aqσpxq´1q J q and observe that
For the reader's convenience, we will write
Fϕpt, x, pq for Fpt, x, ϕpt, x, pq, B t ϕpt, x, pq, Dϕpt, x, pq, D 2 ϕpt, x, pqq .
This writing will hold for any super-/sub-solution operator defined hereinafter. Bouchard, Elie and Touzi in [7] proved that on r0, T qˆO dˆp 0, 1q, v˚is a viscosity sub-solution of
and v˚is a viscosity super-solution of
As mentioned before the problem here stems from the fact that the Hamilton-JacobiBellman operator is lower semi-continuous and not upper semi-continuous. As a consequence we will first work towards an alternative PDE characterisation of v (see Theorem 3.1 below) that will allow us to express both the sub-solution and super-solution properties with a continuous operator. Now let us denote by S the sphere of R d`1 of radius 1 and by D the set of vectors η P S such that their first component η 1 " 0. For a vector η P SzD, we denote
Moreover we define for Θ :" pt, x, y, b, q, Aq P r0, T sˆO dR`ˆRˆR d`1ˆSd`1 the following operator
Observing that for η P SzD the above operator reads
we can make the following remark.
Remark 3.1. It follows from (2.1) that the operator η Þ Ñ H η is continuous on S, in particular,
We can now state the alternative PDE characterisation of v.
Theorem 3.1. On r0, T qˆO dˆp 0, 1q, v˚(resp. v˚) is a viscosity sub-solution (resp. super-solution) of
where Θ " pt, x, y, b, q, Aq P r0, T sˆO dˆR`ˆRˆRd`1ˆSd`1 .
Proof.
Step 1. Proof of the sub-solution property.
Let ϕ be a smooth function such that max r0,T qˆO dˆp 0,1q pv˚´ϕqpt, x, pq " pv˚´ϕqpt 0 , x 0 , p 0 q " 0.
It follows from (3.1) that
We will prove that
which will lead to the sub-solution part of (3.3) as v˚ě 0 by definition. By definition of F we have that for all a P R d ,
For all η P SzD, we then obtain
By continuity of η Þ Ñ H η , we thus obtain for all η P S,
The arbitrariness of η concludes the proof for this step.
Step 2. Proof of the super-solution property. Let ϕ be a smooth function such that min r0,T qˆO dˆp 0,1q pv˚´ϕqpt, x, pq " pv˚´ϕqpt 0 , x 0 , p 0 q " 0. We note that by definition v˚ě 0 so that we just have to verify that
According to (3.2) we have,
By definition of F˚we can find sequences t k P r0, T q, px k , p k q P O dˆp 0, 1q, y k ě 0, q k :"
, and a symmetric matrix
Then we can find a maximising sequence a k P R d such that
Hence using the relative compactness of the set SzD we have the existence of a subsequence such that lim k 1 Ñ8 η 1 k "η withη P S. Moreover using (3.4), (2.1) and the standing hypotheses on the coefficients of X we obtain 
thenṽpt, x, pq :" e λt vpt, x, pq, for some λą 0, is a super-solution (resp. sub-solution) of
pt, x, e´λ t y, e´λ t q, e´λ t Aq .
For λ ą L, we observe thatJ η 5 is strictly increasing in y. From now on, we will thus assume thatμ Y -and thus J η 5 -is strictly increasing in y. Namely, we will assume that Assumption 2.0.1 is in force.
Strict super-solution property and modulus of continuity
The operator H η has a non-linearity in front of the time-derivative. We then have to rely on a strict super-solution argument to prove that a comparison result holds for the non-linear PDE solved by v. This argument has been used, for example, by Ishii and Lions in [16] and Cheridito, Soner and Touzi in [11] . We thus have beforehand to introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Strict super-solution property).
Let us define on r0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s the smooth positive functions φpt, pq :" e κpT´tq pθ´e´4c p 2 q , hpt, xq :" e κpT´tq p|x| 2k`| x|´2q, and f pt, x, pq :" φpt, pq`hpt, xq ą 0 , for some κ, θ ą 1, withc :" LˆΛ (recall Standing Assumption) and k introduced in Assumption 2.0.2.
Let V be a lower semi-continuous super-solution of (3.3). Then, for κ and θ big enough, the function V`ξf , ξ ą 0, is a strict viscosity super-solution of (3.3) on r0, T qˆO dˆp 0, 1q, i.e. given a smooth function ϕ such that min r0,T qˆO dˆp 0,1q ppVξ f q´ϕqpt, x, pq " ppV`ξf q´ϕqpt 0 , x 0 , p 0 q " 0, one has
for some ą 0.
Proof. Let ϕ be a smooth function such that min r0,T qˆO dˆp 0,1q ppV`ξf q´ϕqpt, x, pq " ppV`ξf q´ϕqpt 0 , x 0 , p 0 q " 0, ξ ą 0. Since f is a smooth function, the function ψ :" ϕ´ξf is a test function for V at pt 0 , x 0 , p 0 q. We consider η P SzD, recall Remark 3.1. Using the definition of H η , the inequalitŷ
(recall Remark 3.3) and the assumption onμ Y , we obtain
where
We will now give a lower bound for both terms. where we used the fact that κ, θą1. Setting θ :" 4c 2`1 , we obtain observing that pη 1 q 2 p1`}η 5 } 2 q " }η} 2 " 1,
2. For the second term, observing that
and D xx hpt, xq " e κpT´t 0 q p2kp2k´1q|x| 2k´2`6 |x|´4qI , we compute,
with d the dimension of X and for κ large enough. In particular, we get B ě 0 . Combining this last inequality with (3.6), we obtain
3. We thus get that
We also observe that V`ξf ě V`4ξc 2 with the above choice of θ. The proof is concluded by using the super-solution property of ψ, recall Remark 3.1. l
Lemma 3.2 (Modulus of continuity).
Let pb, x, r, p,P RˆpO d q 2ˆr 0, 1s 2 and py 1 , yq P R 2 with y 1 ą y. Moreover, for ε ą 0, let X and R P S d`1ˆSd`1 being such that X 0 0´R¸ď 3 ε˜I´Í I I¸.
(3.7)
for some constant C ą 0.
Proof. Consider Θ and Θ 1 defined in the theorem. We observe that
For η P SzD, using the definition of H η and the Lipschitz property of µ X , we then compute
with C ą 0 and
Since y 1 ą y, using the monotonicity property ofμ Y (recall Remark 3.3) we have
where for the last inequality we used the definition ofμ Y , the Lipschitz property of µ Y and the bound Λ of σ´1 (recall Standing Assumption). Using then Young's inequality and the Lipschitz continuity of σ´1, we finally obtain
For the second order term B, we only have to use [12, Example 3.6], especially equation (3.7), recalling that x Þ Ñσpx, aq has the same Lipschitz constant as σ X by construction.
We thus obtain
We thus have
The proof is concluded by observing that |η 1 | ď 1 and |η 1 η 5 | ď 1. l
The comparison principle
We can now prove the comparison principle for (3.3).
Theorem 3.2. Let V (resp. U ) be a non-negative lower semi-continuous (resp. upper semi-continuous) map satisfying a polynomial growth of order k ě 1 (defined in Assumption 2.0.2) on r0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s. Moreover assume that,
• on r0, T qˆO dˆp 0, 1q, U is a viscosity sub-solution of (3.3) and V is a viscosity super-solution of (3.
Remark 3.4. The boundary conditions are necessary for the comparison to hold. Indeed let us assume that µ Y " 0 and consider on r0, T sˆr0, 1s the function v λ,γ pt, pq :" 2T κ`pt´T q rλp`γp1´pqs , pλ, γq P r0, κsˆr0, κs , for some κ ą 0. Note that v λ,γ pT,¨q " 2T κ and v λ,γ ě 0 for all pλ, γq ě r0, κsˆr0, κs. We can easily prove that all the functions that belong to the family pv λ,γ pt, pqq λ,γ are a viscosity sub-solution of (3.1) and a viscosity super-solution of (3.2). There is thus no unique solution to the system (3.1)-(3.2). However, if we set the following boundary conditions v λ,γ p¨, 0q " 2T κ and v λ,γ p¨, 1q " 2T κ ,
we thus obtain that λ " γ " 0 and that v 0,0 " 2T κ is the unique solution to the above system.
Corollary 3.1. Assume that v˚p¨, 0q ď v˚p¨, 0q and v˚p¨, 1q ď v˚p¨, 1q on r0, T qˆO d and assume that v˚pT,¨q ď v˚pT,¨q on O dˆr 0, 1s. Then the function v is continuous on r0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s and is the unique viscosity solution, in the class of function with polynomial growth, of
Proof of Theorem 3.2 Let us now define on p0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s the following nonnegative auxiliary function V ξ pt, x, pq :" pV`ξf qpt, x, pq`ξ t , with f defined in Lemma 3.1. Using Lemma 3.1, it is easily seen that V ξ is a strict super-solution of (3.3), namely it satisfies (3.5).
We also introduce U ξ pt, x, pq " U pt, x, pq´ξhpt, xq, recall Lemma 3.1. By an easy adaptation of the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have that U ξ is still a sub-solution to (3.1). We will show that U´V ď 0 on p0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s. To this aim we will first prove by contradiction that for all ξ ą 0 we have U ξ´Vξ ď 0 and the result will follow sending ξ to zero.
Step 1. We assume to the contrary that there exists ξ ą 0 such that sup p0,T sˆO dˆr 0,1s pU ξ´Vξ qpt, x, pq " pU ξ´Vξ qpt,x,pq " γ ą 0 .
Observe that as V ξ ą 0 the previous expression implies that U ξ pt,x,pq ą 0 .
For ε ą 0, we define on p0, T sˆpO d q 2ˆr 0, 1s 2 Ψ ε pt, x, r, p,:" U ξ pt, x, pq´V ξ pt, r, qq´1
Using the growth conditions and semi-continuity of U and V , it follows that for ε ą 0 the function Ψ ε admits a maximum M ε at pt ε , x ε , r ε , p ε , q ε q on p0, T sˆO d 2ˆr 0, 1s 2 . Moreover the inequality Ψ ε pt ε , x ε , r ε , p ε , q ε q ě Ψ ε pt,x,x,p,pq " γ combined with the growth condition on U , V and the definition of f and h, implies that t ε , x ε and r ε are in compact set TˆK Ă p0, T sˆO d . Let pt,x,pq P TˆKˆr0, 1s be a limit point of pt ε , x ε , p ε q. Using [12, Lemma 3.1] we obtain that
If pt,x,pq P p0, T qˆO dˆt 0, 1u or pt,x,pq P tT uˆO dˆr 0, 1s, the assumptions on V and U on these boundaries of the domain lead to a contradiction. We thus now assume that 0 ăt ă T and 0 ăp ă 1. In particular, up to a subsequence,
Step 2. From Ishii's Lemma (see [12, Theorem 8.3] ) we get the existence of real coefficients b 1 ε , b 2 ε , a vector d ε and two symmetric matrices X ε and R ε being such that
Bermudan version of this problem, i.e. we define for pt, x, pq P r0, T sˆO dˆr 0, 1s
vpt, x, pq :" inf 
where g : r0, T sˆO d Ñ R`and x P O d Þ Ñ gpt, xq is Lipschitz continuous for all t P r0, T s and where U t,x,y is defined in Section 2. Observe that vpt,¨q must be interpreted as a continuation value, i.e. the price at time t knowing that the option has not been exercised on r0, ts. In particular, vpT,¨q " 0 on O dˆr 0, 1s. This problem is equivalent to (see (2.4))
vpt, x, pq " inf
where for p P r0, 1s, A t,p is the set of R d -valued F-progressively measurable and square integrable processes α such that P t,p,α P r0, 1s on rt, T s. The aim of this section is to give a characterisation of v as the unique solution to a sequence of PDEs. To this end, and in view of the previous section (recall Remark 3.4), we need in particular the knowledge of v on the boundary p " 0 and p " 1. We will show that, as expected, vp¨, 0q " 0 and vp¨, 1q "vp¨q, wherev is the super-replication price of the Bermudan option with exercise price g. Moreover, we assume that Assumption 2.0.2 holds forv in this Bermudan setting. Therefore, Remark 2.3 is still valid for v. Precisely from standard results in stochastic control theory (see [19] for instance) and from [7] , we have the following characterisation ofv. 
with terminal condition at time t i ,
We can now state the main result of the section which is the full PDE characterisation of v, the quantile hedging price of the Bermudan option with exercise price g.
The function v is continuous on rt i´1 , t i qˆO dˆr 0, 1s and is the unique viscosity solution, in the class of functions with polynomial growth, of Hvpt, x, pq " 0 , for pt, x, pq P rt i´1 , t i qˆO dˆp 0, 1q , with boundary conditions vpt, x, 0q " 0, vpt, x, 1q "vpt, xq, pt, xq P rt i´1 , t i qˆO d and
Using [3, Proposition 3.3 (a)], we observe that the terminal condition at time t i , 1 ď i ď n, can be easily computed. More precisely it is obtained by applying [3, Lemma 3.1(a)], the fact that vpt i`1 ,¨, 0q " 0 and the definition of p g .
Remark 4.1. (i)
The boundary condition at time t i , 1 ď i ď n, and for px, pq P O dˆr 0, 1s, is given by
where for pt, x, pq P r0, T sˆO dˆR ,g is the following 'facelift' of g gpt, x, pq " q g pt, xqp1 t0ďpď1u`8 1 tpą1u , with q g pt, xq :" gpt, xq p g pt, xq 1 tpgpt,xqą0u and p g pt, xq :" suptp P R | vpt, x, pq " gpt, xqu^1 .
(ii) In particular, at time T , the terminal condition is given by pt, x, pq Þ Ñ pgpt, xq, which was already observed in [7, Proposition 3.2] .
Proof of Theorem 4.1
We now turn to the proof of the main result of this section. As usual in the case of Bermudan option, the proof is done by induction on the time interval rt i , t i`1 q, 0 ď i ď n´1. The main difficulty here is the characterisation of v on the boundaries of the domain, specially the time-boundary for which a facelifting phenomenon appears. The results stated in this section are a direct consequence of the geometric dynamic programming principle, see [7, 20, 21] . In our framework, we obtain from [9, Theorem 2.1], the following geometric dynamic programming principle, (GDP1) Fix 1 ď i ď n and pt, x, pq P rt i´1 , t i qˆO dˆr 0, 1s. If y ą vpt, x, pq, then there exists a pν, αq P U t,x,yˆAt,p such that for all stopping times θ ď t i
(GDP2) Fix 1 ď i ď n and pt, x, pq P rt i´1 , t i qˆO dˆr 0, 1s. For every y ă vpt, x, pq, pν, αq P U t,x,yˆAt,p and all stopping times θ ď t i
with the notation gpt i , x, pq :" gpt i , xq1 pą0`8 1 pą1 , 1 ď i ď n and x P O d .
Let us now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.1. For i ď n´1, we now assume that vpt i`1 ,¨q is continuous, vpt i`1 ,¨, 0q " 0 and vpt i`1 ,¨, 1q "vpt i`1 ,¨q. (Observe that this is the case by convention at time T as vpT,¨q " 0 "vpT,¨q).
To clarify the arguments, we introduce the following function on rt i , t i`1 sˆO dˆr 0, 1ŝ vpt, x, pq :" $ & % vpt, x, pq on rt i , t i`1 qˆO dˆr 0, 1s vpt i`1 , x, pq _ gpt i`1 , xq1 pą0 on O dˆr 0, 1s .
Step 1 Characterisation on rt i , t i`1 qˆO dˆr 0, 1s. From pGDP1q´pGDP2q, combining the results of [7, Theorem 2.1] and Theorem 3.1, we obtain thatv is a viscosity solution of Hv " 0 , on rt i , t i`1 qˆO dˆp 0, 1q .
Moreover applying [7, Theorem 3 .1] we obtain that, on rt i , t i`1 qˆO d , v˚p¨, 1q "v˚p¨, 1q "vp¨q andv˚p¨, 0q "v˚p¨, 0q " 0 .
(4.2)
Step 2 Characterisation on tt i`1 uˆO dˆr 0, 1s.
Step 2.a We first prove that v˚pt i`1 , x, pq ď conv`vpt i`1 , x, pq _ gpt i`1 , xq1 tpą0u˘.
Proceeding as in [ We now use (4.1) and (4.4). Indeed, we observe that, for all p P r0, p g pt i`1 , xqs, v˚pt i`1 , x, pq ď vpt i`1 , x, pq _gpt i`1 , x, pq , since p Þ Ñv˚p¨, pq is convex,v˚pt i`1 , x, 0q " 0 and v˚pt i`1 , x, p g pt i`1 , xqq ď vpt i`1 , x, p g pt i`1 , xqq " gpt i`1 , xq .
For p P rp g pt i`1 , xq, 1s, we have that v˚pt i`1 , x, pq ď vpt i`1 , x, pq _ gpt i`1 , xq " vpt i`1 , x, pq " vpt i`1 , x, pq _gpt i`1 , x, pq , which concludes the proof for this step.
Step 2.b We now provê v˚pt i`1 , x, pq ě conv`vpt i`1 , x, pq _ gpt i`1 , xq1 tpą0u˘.
To obtain the above result, we will use the following Lemma, whose proof is postponed at the end of this section.
Lemma 4.1. For all sequences pt k , x k , p k , y k , ν k , α k q kě1 P rt i , t i`1 qˆO dˆp 0, 1qˆR`Û Now first multiply by H k t i`1 and then take the expectation and the limit to obtain with Fatou's Lemma 
